
Fresh water-
charging station



Specifics Components

Sizes

24-hour-consumption-profile

Advantages

Examples

Our innovative fresh water 
charging station is the perfect 
fit for systems with highly fluc-
tuating demand for hot water. 
Handling high fluctuation, 
one either needs a very large 
fresh water station or a large 
hot water tank. The charging 

- 2 high efficiency pumps
-  motor operated valve for 

hydraulic separation
- ultrasonic flow sensor

-  high heat transfer perfor-
mance

- high output capacity
-  constant hot water tempe-

rature
- efficient circulation mode
- minimal space requirement

-  standard tank sizes:   
800, 1000, 1500 Liter

station combines the advan-
tages of these two worlds: the 
heat transfer performance of a 
plate heat exchanger and the 
output capacity of a hot water 
tank. The base load of the hot 
water system as well as the 
peak load are provided very 

-  copper brazed plate heat 
exchanger

- insulating shell (PS-E)
- fast temperature sensors

-  plug and play (pre-assem-
bled charging station)

- easy to use
-  simple maintenance due 

to external plate heat 
exchanger

- drinking clean water

-  standard charging stations:  
10 – 200 kW

efficiently without the use of ad-
ditional heat output. 
In addition, a fresh water char-
ging station allows a high hot 
water comfort, because it provi-
des constant hot water tempe-
ratures even with large demand 
variations.

- 4 shut off valves
-  flow optimized hot water 

storage tank

-  heatable by any heat 
source

-  optional accessories: circu-
lation an electric heating 
managed by controller of 
charging station -  special solutions to indivi-

dual requirements possible
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charging station 200 kW 
with tank 800 liter

The unitec fresh water charging station is designed taking the peak load as well as the basic demand into account. Thus, a high 
energy efficiency in conjunction with a high level of comfort of the overall system is guaranteed.

charging system 1.6 MW 
for 3000 liter 
stainless steel tank
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